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Summary 
Principal additions include evidence that three characters proposed in n3366 are of 
indigenous Indian origin.  These characters are the following: 
1. VEDIC TONE RIGVEDIC KASHMIRI INDEPENDENT SVARITA sec. 3, p. 3 
2. VEDIC TONE YAJURVEDIC AGGRAVATED INDEPENDENT SVARITA SCHROEDER sec. 

5.1, p. 7 
3. DEVANAGARI SIGN INVERTED CANDRABINDU sec. 8, p. 9 

Additional evidence is also supplied for a fourth character: 
4. VEDIC TONE YAJURVEDIC KATHAKA INDEPENDENT SVARITA sec. 5.1, p. 6 

Additions and modifications 
p. 13 at the end of the Bibliography, is added 
"Witzel, Michael. 2004. K‡Òhaka ‚raıyaka: Critical edition with a translation into German 
and an introduction. Cambridge, Mass.: The Department of Sanskrit and Indian Studies, 
Harvard University; distributed by Harvard University Press." 
 
p. 14 
figure 3 
VEDIC TONE RIGVEDIC KASHMIRI INDEPENDENT SVARITA 
At the end of the paragraph, diacritics have been inserted in the words Rgveda Khilani (as 
in the same two lines above) and set in italics.  Then the following has been added: 
"Witzel (2004: xxiv) describes and illustrates the character in the bottom line of figure 3e.  
Figure 3f shows circled two examples of the character in ¯‡rad‡ script in the Tübingen 
University Library manuscript M.a.I. 396, folio 339b.  A transliteration of the passage, 
with low pitch indicated by a horizontal underscore and svarita by a grave accent mark, is 
as follows: v„ryäıa vyÖrdhay‡m∑...  Figure 3g shows three additional examples of the 
character circled on the same page in the same manuscript.  A transliteration of the relevant 
portions of the lines are as follows: line 1: saiva°naß v„ryäıa ...; line 2: ...v„ryäıa 
vyÖrdhay‡m∑ty†... " 
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Inserted as figure 3e is the above image from file: 
WitzelKAKashmirAccentsDefinepxxiv.tif 

 
Inserted as figure 3f is the above image from file: MaI396f339bRVKashIndSvarCircled.tif 

 
Inserted as figure 3g is the above image from file: 
MaI396f339bThreeRVKashIndSvarCircled.tif 
 
Remark:  Although the shape of the character in Devan‡gar„ is an umbrella handle while in 
¯‡rad‡ it is a circumflex with a long right hand descending line or perhaps the upper left 
hand corner of a wide rectangle, we consider this to be a cross-script variant of a Vedic 
character and evidence for its indigenous Indian origin.  ¯‡rad‡ script is more angular than 
Devan‡gar„.  The character was not fabricated by Sontakke and Scheftelowitz for their 
editions of the Ëgveda Khil‡ni, previously furnished as evidence for the character. 
A character-level distinction is made between similar shapes of the lower left hand corner 
of a rectangle (vedic tone yajurvedic independent svarita 1CD6) and an umbrella handle 
(vedic tone yajurvedic kathaka independent svarita 1CD8) in the marking of Yajurvedic 
independent svaritas (sec. 5.1, p. 6), however, because the distinction serves to differentiate 
the M‡dhyandina recension of the ¯uklayajurveda and the K‡Òhaka recension of the 
KÁ˘ıayajurveda respectively, both in Devan‡gar„ script. 
 
p. 21 
figure 5.1B 
VEDIC TONE YAJURVEDIC KATHAKA INDEPENDENT SVARITA 
At the end of the paragraph, the following has been added: 
"Figure 5.1Bc shows delineated in the top circle the character in ¯‡rad‡ script in the Hifz-
ur-Rahaman Ricaka manuscript, a copy of which is in the Panjab University Library in 
Lahore, ms #6607, folio 48b.  The passage is transliterated as follows: line 1: 
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(ya)j§opav„tyÖdh„te yajata...; line 2: yaj§opav„tyäv‡dh„yata...  The character indicates the 
svarita in the syllable tyÖ, which is followed by the low-pitched syllable dh„, in line 1.  
Figure 5.1Bd shows another example of the character in ¯‡rad‡ script circled in Tübingen 
University Library ms. Tübingen 6 = M.a.I. 401, folio 22a.  The passage transliterates oß 
bhÂrbhuvassvÖ˛ tatsa..." 

 
Inserted as figure 5.1Bc is the image above from file: H6607f48bTwoIndSvaritasCircled.tif 

 
Inserted as figure 5.1Bd is the image above from file: T6f22aYVKathIndSvarCircled.tif 
 
p. 23 
figure 5.1I 
VEDIC TONE YAJURVEDIC AGGRAVATED INDEPENDENT SVARITA SCHROEDER 
Before "VEDIC TONE" insert "Figure 5.1Ia shows".  At the end of the paragraph, the 
following has been added: 
"Witzel (2004: xxiv) describes and illustrates the character at the right hand side of the third 
line from the bottom of figure 3e.  Figure 5.1Ib shows delineated in the circle at the bottom 
the character in ¯‡rad‡ script in the Hifz-ur-Rahaman Ricaka manuscript, a copy of which 
is in the Panjab University Library in Lahore, ms #6607, folio 48b.  The passage is 
transliterated as follows: line 1: (ya)j§opav„tyÖdh„te yajata...; line 2: yaj§opav„tyäv‡dh„yata...  
The character indicates the aggravated independent svarita over the syllable tyä, which is 
followed by the high-pitched syllable v‡, in line 2.  Figure 5.1Ic shows another example of 
the character in ¯‡rad‡ script circled in Tübingen University Library ms. Tübingen 6 = 
M.a.I. 401, folio 22b.  The passage transliterates n°rj„vasyät†syä..."  The character indicates 
the aggravated independent svarita over the syllable syä which is followed by the high-
pitched syllable t†. 
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Inserted as figure 5.1Ib is the image above from file: H6607f48bTwoIndSvaritasCircled.tif 

 
Inserted as figure 5.1Ic is the image above from file: T6f22bYVAggIndSvarSchCircled.tif 
 
p. 25 
DEVANAGARI SIGN INVERTED CANDRABINDU 
figure 8A 
Before "DEVANAGARI SIGN" has been inserted "Figure 8Aa shows".  At the end of the 
paragraph, the following has been added: 
Figure 8Ab shows the character in ¯‡rad‡ script circled in the Tübingen University Library, 
ms M.a.I. 396, folio 342a.  The passage is transliterated, with low pitch indicated by a 
horizontal underscore and svarita by a grave accent mark, as follows: s‡ragh†ß 
s†mbhari˘y‡m∑...  Figure 8Ac shows another example of the character in ¯‡rad‡ script 
circled in Tübingen University Library ms. Tübingen 6 = M.a.I. 401, folio 22a.  The 
passage transliterates oß bhÂrbhuvassvÖ˛ tatsa..."  The character indicates nasalization in 
the syllable oß. 

 
Inserted as figure 8Ab is the image above from file: 
MaI396f342aInvertedChandraBinduCircled.tif 

 
Inserted as figure 8Ac is the image above from file: T6f22aYVKathIndSvarCircled.tif 
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